
 

Opinions by Ferreira Dias MUNers 

 

“MUN is the best way for you to travel, meet new people and discuss serious 
issues; the best way to experience and understand new cultures. Definitely one 

of the most enriching experiences you could ever have in your life.” 

 

Diogo Castro, 

BISMUN 2011, GWCMUN 2012, CICMUN 2012 

 

"At first sight, MUN was a scary thing but I was convinced by the teachers in charge of 

this project that it was going to be something good for me and that it was going to be fun. 

When I got there, I was nervous but I quickly realized that they were right. It was the best 
thing I could ever make and I do not regret it. It's very good to talk with other people and 

realize, as I did, that your English is not bad at all and you should be more confident about 
it. It is for sure a great experience that everyone should try!"  

Bruno Castro 

GWCMUN 2012 

 
 

 
"MUN offers you the opportunity of getting more involved in our world matters as 

well as making new friends and experiencing the feeling of being a nation's voice. 
Come and join us next year, it will be a pleasure for us and we can tell you for sure 

that you will enjoy it a lot." 

 
Joana Pereira 

BISMUN 2011, GWCMUN 2012 

 

 
“MUN was a great experience and it was even more than I wanted it to be. It's the 

perfect way to make new friends, practice your English and be amazed by other 
places and cultures. I think it's what every teenager enjoys and everybody should try 

it!” 

 

Sara Olaio 

GWCMUN 2012 

          

                           

                     
   “So many years have passed since my experience in MUN. 

It is a special way for you to meet new colleagues with the same interests and to be 

more familiar with social, environmental and political issues around the world. Plus, 
it offers you the chance to defend some of those issues! Loved the trip to London 

and the contact with all this new reality: from the super, enormous and beautiful college where HMUN 
happened, to the British houses, the smell of eggs and sausages early in the morning! It was an 

unforgettable experience of which I keep a lot of good memories. Try it if you can, please!” 

Sónia Castro 

HMUN 2007 



 

 

“MUN really did something for me! It gave me a challenge, a voice, confidence and 

an opportunity to travel and to improve my English. MUN is also a great chance for 
us to be introduced to the world and its most emergent problems. Moreover, I was 

able to make friends and have a lot of fun! 

I strongly suggest everyone to join MUN because it changed my life!” 

 

Ana Rita Cavaco  

CICMUN 2008, BISMUN 2009, CICMUN 2009, GWCMUN 2010, CICMUN 2010 

 

 

 

If you are interested in International Politics and to be engaged in an 
extra-curriculum activity, MUN is a good way to experience the role of 
being a diplomat for a couple of days. 
MUN is a great opportunity to practise and improve your English, to have 
fun with your colleagues, to meet new people and to travel. 
 

Ana Rosado 

SAIMUN 1999, IMUN 1999 

 

 

 
MUN is an amazing experience! Not only because you can travel, make new 
friends, and enjoy yourself, but especially because it teaches you how to make 
a difference! 
It was one of the most enriching experiences that I had as a student, taught me 
so many things, and gave me so many good memories! 

 

Rita Ferreira 

SAIMUN 1997, RRSMUN 1998, IMUN 1998 

 
I took part in Model United Nations in the far flung years of the end of the 90s: Saint Andrew’s (Dublin), 
Royal Russel (Croydon), Iberian (Lisbon). 
They were fascinating experiences, which presented me with challenges that were quite removed from 
the reality I would otherwise have had access to. 
Lasting memories? Small things you never forget… Trying to sleep on the 
floor around a pool table while trying to convince an American that a 
millimeter is smaller and than a centimeter… Not being allowed into any 
pub in Dublin and having to resign myself to trying my first Guiness at a 
Hard Rock Café… Managing a fake nuclear conflict at the UN Security 
Council which ended, realistically, in a massive stalemate… And the 
inevitable, never-ending laughs and failed attempts at pick-ups in the 
exchange of notes between delegates… 

MUNs are an opportunity to improve your English, develop your lobbying 
skills, learn how the UN functions and, most of all, to meet new faces, new 
contexts and to have a great time. They may also function as a bridge to 
other adventures: public speaking, debating, selling insurances, who 
knows…         Miguel Ferro 

Try it!               RRSMUN 1998, SAIMUN 1999, IMUN 1999 



 

 
 BISMUN – Bath International Schools' Model United Nations, Bath, Reino Unido 

CICMUN – Colégio Internato dos Carvalhos Model United Nations, Vila Nova de Gaia 

GWCMUN – George Watson's College Model United Nations, Edimburgo, Reino Unido 

HMUN – Haileybury Model United Nations, Haileybury, Reino Unido  

IMUN – Iberian Model United Nations, Lisboa 

RRSMUN – Royal Russell International Model Unitel Nations, Croydon, Reino Unido 

SAIMUN – St Andrew’s International Model United Nations, Dublin, Irlanda 


